The Ministry of Reconciliation is another name for Jesus’ Church
We can be born again yet still need to renew our minds, and to the renewing of our minds is the life long journey we embark upon,
and enjoy along the way, from the selfishness of war by nature to the kindness of Peace in Spirit, a better natured Person endeavouring on,
to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of Peace. Learning obedience by the things that we suffer is a flawed religious philosophy that
opposes grace and yet is upholding most of our violence in the name of punishment, which in turn is making the use of violence and coercion
systemic. Violence is the opposite to Peace. Peace is inspired not imposed. Self-righteousness is at the beginning of all violence, so getting
rid of the self-righteousness and we get rid of the violence, because we have to be right before we will fight. We can instead be learning how
not to become offended, equally as we already learn how not to offend, for where there is no offence, no sin, then there is no war and thus
the significance of grace. The Ministry of Reconciliation is another name for Jesus’ Church, as is His Bride, and all Church members or citizens
of Peace are ministers of reconciliation and all can put their trust in God’s
better way to achieving Reconciliation, gaining a better heart and the
renewing of our minds ‘For to make in himself of twain one new man, so
making peace.’ Better unites in the new while right and wrong continue
to divide the old. When we want to leave the old sin nature behind than
we have to come out of the devil’s tree. Right from wrong is in the flesh
while better is of the Spirit. We can put on the helmet of salvation and
gain the ability to change our minds. We can move from the old, right
from wrong considerations into the new considerations of better and by
nature improve, glory to Glory. Better makes all things new again.
Humanity can come out of the shadows of right from wrong, out into the
light of better. Out of judgement and into Hope. We can leave the old
school of thought behind. We can come out of the old tree in the midst
of the garden, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil where we think
that we are qualified to judge right from wrong, and instead be living
better in the new school of thought in the better tree in the midst of the
garden, the tree of life that Jesus has opened up to all Mankind. Better is
better than both right or wrong, producing a better new person. Better
frees us from the chains of right from wrong that have bound us since
the beginning. That’s reconciliation in a nutshell. As with a peanut where
two are sustained in one, better can inspire a reconciliatory structure,
new and improved, supportive of both, that in turn, both are supportive of. In contribution to the new the two become one together. Leaving
right from wrong behind, we can live in hope and receive freely from God revelations of better which lead us on into faith. A promise of hope
leading to faith and of faith leading to manifestation and the fulfilment of our aspirations and our heart’s desire. There is always a better
hope on offer and hope leads us closer to God, and the revelations found in that better hope lead us on into faith, and faith to the bringing
into manifestation the evidence of things not seen, and the substance of things hoped for. And if a faith, a faith unto who other than The
Living God of All Creation, The Holy Spirit of God and Jesus’ promise to be led into all kindness and also into all truth, which is to say Love.
His Kingdom Come and His Will Being Done, His Spirit pouring out. Being willing to alter the traditional equation of consideration from only
considering right from wrong, to also to include better as well, opens the door to the option of better new thinking, opens the door to all
sorts of better new opportunities and potential, indeed an entire new way of thinking, in Hope, rather than by judgement. Peace is His
Kingdom Come and Grace His Means for us to achieve it. Jesus has already opened up the tree of life in the midst of the garden and made it
available to all Mankind to be born again of Peace, born again of better thinking, born again of grace, born again of faith and born again of
Spirit, Hallelujah, and for those that would believe we are already made Holy through the Blood of Christ, personal communion with God
already made possible, the capacity to hear from and be guided by God individually, personally, and collectively, is already available to us all,
and therefore Peace and Grace multiplied and
developed further into Love Everlasting, Amen.
For Jesus is our Peace, our peace, our language,
our speech, our comings and our goings
because His Peace He left with us all, to enjoy
Life abundantly in accepting and adopting the
good news of Jesus’ Kingdom of Peace and His
Grace toward us all, Hallelujah. Jesus’ Kingdom
of Peace is already within you, and my prayer is
for more to identify more as fellow citizens with
the Saints and come Home into His Peace, for
all is already forgiven thanks be to Christ. Jesus
completed His Mission Statement “Peace and
Goodwill to all Mankind” and so may He
complete that what He began in us all, Peace
and Grace in The Holy Ghost.

